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Washington Post Columnists Score High on
"Hack Thirty" List
Blue Virginia 10:00 PM ET, 11/25/2010

Congratulations to the

Washington Kaplan

Post, whose

"columnists" (using the

word very loosely) score

impressively high on

Salon Magazine's

"Hack Thirty" list.  Thus, out of the top 11 "worst

columnists and cable news commentators America has

to offer," the Washington Kaplan Post scores 4 "columnists" - Richard

Cohen (#1), David Broder (#4), Marc Thiessen (#6) and George Will (#11).

 Why do these three rank so high as "hacks," according to Salon?  Here's

why.

*Richard Cohen: "Awful attempts at humor, clueless sexism, shameless

use of lazy Op-Ed clich?s, warmongering, generally being The Worst." I

mean, who actually reads this guy? Anyone? Apparently, it's that huge

audience of people out there who enjoy the musings of "a simplistic old

hack who believes his common prejudices to be politically incorrect truths

and his Beltway conventional wisdom to be bracing political insight."

Sounds great, huh?  Well, maybe not so much...

*David Broder: "Radical centrism, repetition of conventional wisdom,

pathological need to demonstrate that 'both sides do it,' hatred of

partisanship/democracy." For Broder's latest piece of complete drivel,

arguing that Lisa Murkowski's victory in Alaska proves that the last

election was all about bipartisanship, centrism ("radical" or otherwise),

blah blah blah.  click here. Or, think better of it and don't, you'll be better

off for having not read David Broder's utter drivel.

*Marc Thiessen: "As a person with a functioning moral compass, I'm

outraged to see Thiessen become a paid employee of one of the nation's

most prominent newspapers. As a reader, I'm outraged that they couldn't

find a torture enthusiast who can actually turn a phrase."

*George Will: "Dishonesty, feints toward 'reasonableness' while remaining

doctrinaire Republican, repetition, hypocrisy." In addition, Will "lies about

climate change, just because lying about it is what Republicans are

supposed to do, and instead of removing Will from their stable of

columnists -- or even correcting his columns -- the Washington Post just

publishes other columns pointing out that Will lied, thus presenting the

reader with 'both sides' of the issue."

So, 4 out of the top 11 top "hacks" in America reside at the Washington

Kaplan Post - great stuff, huh? But hey, at least the Washington Kaplan

Post does great investigative journalism on a regular basis. Oh wait, that

function is being outsourced to non-profits? Well, at least it has superb

coverage of Virginia and Maryland. Oh wait, it doesn't in the least bit?

Well, at least it has a great Sunday magazine?  Oh wait, you mean it

actually prints pathetically fawning cover stories on Ken Kookinelli in

addition to the ever-fascinating "Date Lab"?  But, but, but...uh, the Post

still has a great sports section, right? Actually, that's probably the paper's

strongest section, although a few more losses like this one and that may

no longer be the case.
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terms of use or privacy policies or any other policies governing this site.

Please review the full rules governing commentaries and discussions.

You must be signed in to washingtonpost.com to comment. Please sign

in.

In the meantime, though, congratulations once again to the Washington

Kaplan Post for its superb showing in Salon Magazine's "Hack Thirty"

ranking. And that's not even counting Charles "Sacrilege at Ground

Zero" Krauthammer, who somehow managed to avoid Salon's list... 
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